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Presentation
Background

• FERC
– August 2: TC Ravenswood

• Waiver of the 3-year commitment in order to stay in program until 4/30/12
• Convene a Settlement Conference to discuss test procedure
• Waiver to call the March 2011 test successful

– August 26: TC Ravenswood
• Withdraws first two points from August 2 filing

– September 2: NYISO
• Reject TC’s August 26 filing requests
• Waiver to extend the one-year opt-out notice period until April 30, 2012
• Broader Settlement Conference to resolve blackstart issues

• PSC
– August 12: Con Edison

• Petition for Declaratory order stating that before a blackstart generator in New York 
City can withdraw service it must file a notice with the PSC and get a written consent 
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FERC Decision
September 27, 2011

• Denies all pending waivers

• Instead of  a Settlement Conference, orders that 
discussions on tariff issues be done through the NYISO 
stakeholder process
– Offers FERC’s mediation office, if helpful
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PSC Decision
September 28, 2011

• Grants Con Edison Petition for Declaratory Order requiring notice and consent

• Rejects all generator legal arguments

• Refers to the NYSRC
– Generally, the adoption of NYSRC rules by the NYPSC is consistent with the 2005 

EPAct (authorizes New York to have stricter reliability rules)

– Specifically, regarding blackstart service (with the adoption of Version 3 of the Rules 
incorporating the blackstart service provisions on December 24, 2007):
In approving the NYSRC Blackstart Service provisions, we required the NYISO and 
Transmission Owners to maintain plans “designed with a priority of minimizing the time to restore 
the system, while allowing the system operator flexibility to respond to as found system 
conditions.” In particular, we required restoration plans that “include requirements necessary to 
ensure that the quantity and location of Blackstart Facilities in the [New York Control Area] are 
sufficient and that they can perform their intended functions as specified in the coordinated [New 
York Control Area System Restoration Plan].” We further adopted regulations related to 
capability, training, and restoration simulations. (Page 17)
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